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National center for Electron Beam research
 at Texas A&M University
an International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Collaborating Centre for Electron Beam Applications in Food, Health, and  Environmental Applications
Explore


                    

                
              
            
          
        
      


      
      
      

      
        
        
         


  We use electrons to clean, heal, feed, and shape this world, and beyond....























  
  





 





  Our research and commercialization activities have led to new paradigms in Cleaning: Water reuse, waste treatment, and remediation technologies               Healing: Novel vaccines and sterilization strategies for the medical industry         Feeding: Securing food supplies & eliminating food-borne illnesses                            Shaping: Novel functionality to polymers and advanced materials        
We focus our activities to improve the quality of life of humans on earth as well as provide solutions to enable manned and unmanned long-duration space missions.
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            Electron Beam Pasteurization and Complementary Food Processing Technologies


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  




 




  About Us
                                          ____________
Find out about our mission, programs, and the results of our research.
Learn More →
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            eBeam Center designated as IAEA Collaborating Center for Electron Beam Technologies


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  




 




  Partners
                            ____________
Ready to take the next step? Get involved with our research in eBeam technology and its applications.
Find Out How →
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